The HSG Library is now part of a national network of academic libraries.

Willkommen bei HSGswisscovery

1 account gives you access to all libraries in the network.

HSGswisscovery

hsg.swisscovery.slp.ch
biblio.unisg.ch

“From insight to impact”
In HSGswisscovery, you can select from two search profiles for your research:

**Search profile HSG** gives you access to the physical and electronic media collection of the HSG Library. It also includes our institutional repository Alexandria.

**Search profile swisscovery:** With just one click, you can switch to swisscovery and expand your scope to the media collections of 500 additional academic libraries in Switzerland – all within HSGswisscovery!

### Electronic and printed publications

**Electronic collection**
With HSGswisscovery, by default, we present you articles with full-text access. If you want to expand your search to articles without full-text access, just activate the filter “Include articles without fulltext”.

**Printed collection**
If you want to limit your search to our printed collection, just activate the filter “Available in the libraries” and “HSG” in the “Tweak your results” section.

**Access to electronic collection**
Access to licensed electronic content remains unchanged by the switch to HSGswisscovery. Members of the University of St.Gallen can access these either on campus or remotely by using a VPN connection. External users can only access them at a terminal in the library.

### User account and Courier

You do need a new user account to access the services of the HSG Library and the extended media collections within the new network. In the new user account, you will have an overview of all your activities, loans, hold requests, fees etc. conveniently in one place. Additional information can be found here: [biblio.unisg.ch/register](http://biblio.unisg.ch/register)

With the new Courier system, you can order documents from participating libraries in the new network from all over Switzerland. You can choose from having documents sent to us for pick-up or delivery to your home address. Additional information can be found here: [biblio.unisg.ch > Services > Courier and Interlibrary loan services](http://biblio.unisg.ch > Services > Courier and Interlibrary loan services)